
 

* Play, pause, stop and edit stream audio * Support many file formats including MP3, WMA, WMV and MP4 * Free (we are not distributing any software as a package with other products) * Quick and easy to use * Download the latest FREE Version from the link below Rockstar Media Player is a lightweight software application built
specifically for helping users play their favorie audio files in a clean and intuitive working environment. The program gives you the possibility to upload songs into the workspace using the built-in browse function, so you cannot rely on “drag and drop” operations. Rockstar Media Player offers support for the following file formats: MP3, WMA,
WMV, and MP4. You can play, pause, or stop the current audio selection, adjust the volume, seek for a position in the audio streams, as well as go to the previous or next track. Other notable characteristics worth mentioning are represented by the possibility to alter the playing speed (fast, normal, slow), use hotkeys for a better control over the
entire process (they cannot be reassigned), zoom in or out, and switch to a full screen mode. Last but not least, you are allowed to install plugins for enhancing the program’s functionality, and view file properties. Since it doesn’t require much computer knowledge to set up the dedicated parameters, even rookies can master the entire process with
just a few clicks. During our testing we have noticed that Rockstar Media Player carries out a task quickly, provides very good audio quality, and no errors showed up throughout the entire process. It doesn’t stress up the CPU and memory, so the overall performance of the computer is not hampered. As a conclusion, Rockstar Media Player proves
to be a simple-to-use audio player that comes bundled with limited features for helping you play songs. It can be easily installed and configured by all types of users, regardless of their experience level. The tool cannot compete with other powerful utilities on the market, as it lacks support for advanced functions for creating playing, changing the
skin, using an equalizer, and creating bookmarks, just to name a few suggestions. KEYMACRO WEB Site: Program Compatibility: Supported OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 Mac OS X 10.3 and up Program requirements: Media Player Version 45cee15e9a
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New from 2T Software, Product Catalog Builder is an easy-to-use and robust, Microsoft Excel-based product catalog software that makes it simple to build an electronic catalog of products for sales and inventory purposes. Create your own professional online catalog with the help of this easy-to-use software. This program creates an electronic
catalog with as many as 15,000+ products, designed to fit any type of retail store, inventory or organization. It is capable of creating interactive e-catalog with multi-layered navigation. Besides, it is very easy-to-learn and intuitive to use. Product Catalog Builder - Features: Create an Online Catalog of Products - The program provides the ability to
build a professional online catalog that can be seen by thousands of users simultaneously, without compromising on the content. This catalog can include as many as 15,000+ products, created in more than 15,000 pages. It comes with a fully integrated online store, as well as an inventory management and product management functions that include
product setup, selling and refunds, product searching, product display and comparison, price alerts and notifications. Edit Items - The program provides the ability to quickly edit and update any product displayed on the catalog. To make this possible, the program lets you add as many product variants as you wish. Add Images to Products - A great
feature of this product is that it lets you insert multiple images for any product. Edit Images - Product catalog builder comes with many different types of product images, including catalog icons, images of sales receipt and product barcodes. Products Display - Catalog builder lets you create a professional multi-layer navigation and display of your
catalog by using the following types of products: pages, slide shows and windows. Use Any Font You Want - The program lets you display any font that is installed on your computer, including East Asian fonts, together with the ability to customize the font with over 20 additional fonts. Use Any Color You Want - The program provides users with
an option to customize any text or background color, as well as font color, of any product displayed on the catalog. Change Background Color - You can also change the background color of any product displayed on the catalog, in order to make the product more visible. Product Price Changes - If you sell a product online, you know how
important it is to keep an updated price of the product. Catalog builder lets you instantly update the price of any product, either by
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